Dec 7–13, 2015

Computer Science Education Week
#CSEdWeek

Computer Science Empowers Us to Change Our World

Computer science has transformed the way we live, work, play, and communicate. It’s not just about coding, it’s about fundamental principles and skills used to creatively solve problems.

Help bring CS to Your Community

There are many ways to get involved

1. Take CS to a local K-12 school
   www.nowit.org/roadshow

2. Host a CS Tech Jam
   http://cseweek.org/educate/cstechjam

3. Make an app
   http://appinventor.mit.edu/explore/

4. Promote Computer Science
   www.leadcs.org

5. Tweet about compsci & CSEdWeek

6. Organize an Hour of Code
   https://hourofcode.com/us